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1. Introduction 
Let a > 0 be a positive constant and let t. , \ t £ R 
-oo <t, < t« < t-j < oo . Consider the differential equations 
У 
and 
- 4a y' = f(t,y,y',y",y'",^)
 ( 1 ) 
2 ' , 
4
a y = g(t,y,y ,y ,^ ) (2) 
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in which f € C°(3x R4 x I; R), ge C°(J * R3x I; R), where J = 
= <t, , t3 > , I = <b,c>(-oo<b<c<«**), depending on the parameter 
JA . Our aim is to give sufficient conditions on the functions f, 
g for the existence and uniqueness of solutions of (1) and (2) 
satisfying the boundary conditions 






) = 0 (3) 
A three-point boundary value problem for the one-parameter 
nonlinear second-order differential equations was studied by the 
author in [2] and [3]. 
Three-point boundary value problem y = g(t,y,y',y"). 
•
F






) = 0 has been 
studied in [l] using a technique of Green's functions and the 
Banach fixed point theorem. 
2. Notation, lemmas 













 f . 
Lemma 1. Let h€C°(J; R). Then 
to 
y(t) = Ash2[a(t-t2)] I г(t1}s)!ì(s)ds + 
*1 
t 
+ (2a 2)" 1! s h 2 [ a ( t - s ) - h ( ^ s ) d s ' t e J > 
(4) 
is the unique solution of the equation 
y'" - 4a2y ' = h(t) 
satisfying the boundary conditions 
y'(tx) = y(t2) = y'(t2) = 0 . 
(5) 
(6) 
P r o o f . It is easy to verify that y defined by (4) is 
a solution of (5) satisfying (6). The uniqueness follows from 
the fact that the trivial solution is the unique solution of the 
* ' ' 2 
homogeneous problem y - 4a y = 0, (6). 
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Lemma 2. Assume that h c C (J*I; R), h(t,.) is an in-
creasing function on I for every fixed t e 3 and 
h(t,b)h(t,c) = 0 for t€ 3 . (7) 
Then there exists the unique A c I such that the equation 
y'" - 4a y' = h(tłťA ) (8) 
with ^ = ^ has a (and then the unique) solution y satisfying 
(3). 
P r o o f . S e t t i n g 
r2 
z ( t , / i ) = A s h 2 [ a ( t - t 2 ) ] J r ( t 1 , s ) h ( s , / f ) d s + 
t 
+ ( 2 a 2 ) " 1 ( s h 2 [ a ( t - s ) ] h ( s v K ) d s 
t 2 
for (t,/4)e'xl, then by Lemma 1 z is the unique solution gf 
(8), z'(t1,/^) = z(t2,/i) = z'(t2,^) = 0. From the equality 
r2 
z (tvii) = 2Aar(t,t2) j r(t1 ,s)h(s,^t )ds + 
+ a~ ( г(t,s)h(s,/t)ds 
we see that z'(t-,,.) is an increasing function on I and using 
(7) we get z'(t-j,b)z'(t-j,c) = 0. Consequently, z'(t-j ,^o.
Q
) = 0 
for the unique J* e I and the lemma is proved. 
Next we shall assume that there exist positive constants 
*iГ š v (9) 
such that g satisfies some from the following assumptions: 
|g(t,y,z,vv/0| = 4a
2rx for (t ,y ,z,v,/0 e 0 * I, where D = 
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g(t,y,z,v,.) is an increasing function on I for every fixed 
(t,y,z,v)£D; (11) 
g(t,y,z,v,b).g(t,y,z,v,c) = 0 for (t,y,z,v)€D; (12) 
min /(4a2rx + B)? , 2 fr~ l2a
2rx + B j = r2 , where 
B = max f |g(t,y,z,v,^i) | ; (t,y,z,v,^)cO ,vl| ; (13) 
and f satisfies some from the following assumptions: 
|f (t,y ,z,v,w,^i ) I = 4a r-̂  for (t ,y , z, v , w ^k ) c H x I, 
where H = J x < - r Q , r o > x < -
r i > r i > - <~r 2 ,3? 2 > X
 R ; O O 
f(t,y,z,v,w,.) is an increasing function on I for 
every fixed (t,y,z,v, w)£ H; (15) 
f(t,y,z,v,w,b).f(t,y,z,v,w,c) = 0 
for (t,y,z,v,w)€ H; (16) 
min ( U a 2 ^ + C)T, 2 fr~ foa2rl + C \ = r? , where C = 
= max [|f(t,y,z,v,w,/0| ; (t ,y ,z , v, w,^t) £ H x I jf ; (17) 
the function w - f (t, y ,z, v , w, it) is increasing in w on R 
for every fixed (t, y , z , v.^O £ J X <-rQ, rQ > x < - r i » r 1 > ^ 
x <-r 2,r 2> X I . (18) 
Lemma 3. Let assumptions (9), (14) - (18) be satisfied 
for positive constants r , r-,, Y2 and let D be as in (10). Then 
there exists the unique function g, : D x I —* R such that 
g1(t,y,z,vvk) = 4a
2z + f(t,y,z,v,g1(t,y,z,v,<iI) vd) for 
( t , y , z , v , , . i ) £ D XI , (19) 







z| - M a ^ f o r (t ,y , z, v ,^ )e: D X I
 ;
 (21) 
9i (t,y,z,v,.) is an increasing function on I for every 








z] = 0 foг 









 + B± I = r:2 , where 
B
1








z| ; (t ,y ,z , v i(ti) G D x ij. (24) 
















- f(t ,y ,z ,v ,w,A ) for w e R then p is an increasing function 
O O O O ' O 
on R, lim p(w) = - oo and thus there exists the unique 
w Q € R : p(wQ) = 0. If we put wQ = gx (tQ, yQ, z Q, vQ ,^ Q) we obtain 
a function g,:DxI — • R satisfying (19). From | g^(t ,y ,z, v 9(/k) -
9 
- 4a z| = |f(t,y,z,v,g1(t,y,z,v,^i),/t)| = C for (t,y,z,v,^)« 
£ 0 x 1 it follows B1 = C and (24) holds. 
Suppose g, is discontinuous at the point (t ,y ,z ,v >(A )^ 
£ D x I. Then there exist a sequence f(t ,y ,z ,v , u )} in D x I 
<• n 'J n ' n n '/u J 
and and c > 0 such that lim (tR ,yR , ZR , vn ,^R) = (tQ ,yQ ,zQ , v Q,^) 
and 
for n £ N . 
(25) 
Since { 9i^n'yn'zn'vn'AM is D o u n d e d w e c an assume, 
without loss of generality, that lim g, (t ,y ,z ,v yU.) = w 
n-.><» 
for some w £ R. But we know that o 
gl( tn'yn'2n'vn'/'n) = 4 a 2 z n + 
+ f ( t n ' W V 9 l ( t n > W V V ' < V 
2 
and hence w = 4a zn + f ( t ,y , z r t , v „ , w . Mn). So w o o o ' * o ' o ' o ' o * /^o o 
= 9 l ^ o , v o , z o , v o , / ' i o ^ * 0 n t h e ° " t n e r n a n d > Dv ( 2 5 ) . one has 
|w - g , ( t ,y ,z ,v , ^ t ) | - 6 which i s a c o n t r a d i c t i o n . 
Since | g1 ( t ,y ,2 , v , / t ) - 4a z| = | f ( t , y , z , v , g1 ( t , y , z , v ,ju \/t) \ 
= ^ a 2 r 1 f o r ( t , y ,z ,v 9/i)€ D X I , we get ( 2 1 ) . 
Let % , fieli t\<Jk- I f 9 i ( t , y , z , v , X ) = g 1 ( t , y , z , v , ^ A ) f o r 
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some (t,y,z,v)eD, then using (15), (18) and (19) we get 
0 = g1(t,y,z,v,rA ) - 4a
2z - f (t ,y ,z, v,g-_(t ,y ,z, v, A ),3 ) = 
= g1(t,y,z,vvU) -4a z-f(t,y,z,v,g1(t,y,z,v,^),^) > 
o 
>g1(t,y,z,v,/t)-4a z- f(t,y,z,v,g1(t,y,z,v,/t) i(A) 
o 
contradicting g^(t ,y ,z , v ,/t) - 4a z - f (t, y , z , v , g-̂ ( t, y , z , v ,/<) ,/0 = 0 . 
Thus (22) holds. 
Finally we prove (23). By (15) and (16) we have 
f(t,y,v,w,b) = 0, f(t ,y,z,v,w,c) = 0 for (t,y,z,v,w)c H and thus 
g1(t,y,z,v,b) - 4a z = f(t,y,z,v,g1(t,y,z,v,b),b) = 0 , 
o 
g1(t,y,z,v,c) - 4a z = f(t,y,z,v,g-^t,y,z,v ,c) ,c) = 0 
for (t,y,z,v)£ D. 
Lemma 4. Let assumptions (9) - (13) be satisfied for 
2 
positive constants r , r,, r2- Then to every $ c C (J; R ) , 
| tf<i\t)\ = ri for t<£J and i = 0,1,2, there exists the unique 
L € I such that the equation 










(t)| = r. for tíJ, i = 0,1,2 . (27) 
P r o o f . Let (feC2(3; R), |i/(l)(t)| = r. for t*J-
i = 0,1,2. Set h(t,/i) = g(t,/(t), y'(t), ̂ "(t),^) for (t,/)c J * 
jfl . By Lemma 2 there exists the unique J* € I such that equation 
(8) with i« = ̂ & has a (and then the unique) solution y satisfy-
ing (3). 
Assume |y'(t)| = |y'(f)|> r, for te J with some ^ <£ J. Let 
<^,, ^ 2 ^ <- J b6 ^ne maximal interval that % € (^, , ̂ 2) and 
|y'(t)|>r1 for t £ ( ^ ^ 2 ) . Obvious ly'C^)! = | y 'C^2> I = r1-
If y'(f)> rx (y'(p< - r-̂ ) then y '(t) > r-. (y '(t) < - r^) for 
t€( /^ 1,^ 2), thus y"(^[1) - 0 (y"(^]_) - 0) and using (10) we 
obtain y"'(t)>0 (y"'(t)<0) for t e C ^ , ^ ) consequently, 
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y"(t)>0 (y"(t)<0) on C ^ , ^ ) contradicting y'(^2) = 
= r1 (y'(^2) = - r x ) . Therefore |y'(t)| = rx for t£3. 
From the equality y(t) = J y (s)ds and from (9) we get 
H 
|y(t)| = r for te 3. 
0 
Let (4a2r. + B)?" = r9. Let y"( T ) = 0 for i = 1,2 where 
t l < 1̂ < t 2 < ̂ 2 ̂  t3' U s i n g the e 
x 
qualities y"(t) = y'"( (s)ds 
(i = l,2) and the inequality |y'"(t)| = | 4a2y '(t) + h(t whQ) | = 
< 2 
= 4a r, +B for t£ 3 we obtain 
|y'(t)| = (4a2r, + B) t = r? for te 3 
(7, sПГг Let 2 Hr, \ 2a r, + B = r
9
. If y (t) / 0 for tfO,, where 
3lC 3 is an interval with an end point f , y"(f ) = 0, then 
integrating the equality 
^ (y"(t))
2




 + 2y "(t)h(t , ^
Q
) , t6J 

















 + 4BT! 
for t£3j. Thus |y"(t)| « 2 /r^ V 2a2Cl + B for te 3. 
3. Existence theorems 
Theorem 1. Assume that assumptions (9) - (13) are satisfied 
for positive constants rQ, -:-_, r2. Then there exists > Q € I such 
that equation (2) with /t = /-0 has a solution y satisfying (3) 
and (27). 
2 2 
P r o o f . Let L = 4a r, + B and let X = C (J; R) be the 
2 
Banach space with the norm llyll = max ] 2 _ | y (t) | ; t e 3\ for 
( i = o ) 
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y £ X finally let K = { y; ye X, |y ( l )(t)| = ri for t e J, i = 0,1,2J 
K is a closed bounded convex subset of X. 
By Lemma 4 to every i/? £ K there exists the unique M € I 
such that equation (26) with J* - </*_ has the unique solution 
ye K satisfying (3). Setting T((/) = y we obtain an operator 
T:K — * K. We prove T is a completely continuous operator. 
Let jyn{> yn£
 K D e a convergent sequence, lim y = y and 
* n->-» 
let z = T(y ), z = T(y). Then there exist the sequence |Ani> 
Ji € I and h e I such that 
to 
zn(t) = Ash^[a(t - t2)]J r(t1,s)g(s,yn(s),yn(s),yn'(s),^n)ds 
+ ( 2a2)"1] sb2[a{\ - s)]g(s,yn(.a) . ^iв) У^a) té/kn)úa, 

















































)ds, t é j , 
and 
z'(t) = 2aAr(t,t2) i r( t1 ,s)g(s , y (s) , y '(s) ,y "(s) ,>Q)ds 
'1 
t 





If (/< l is not a convergent sequence then there exist convergent 
subsequences {«A J , J /» ) , lim CU, = A-, , lim JA = /\2, 










lim z^ (t) = 2aAг(t,t
2
)j г( t^ , s)g(s , y(s), y '(s), y "(s), A^ds + 
t 
+ a~ f г(t,s)g(s,y(s),y '(s),y "(s), Ä-^ds , 
> . .. 
lim z
г
 (t) = 2aAг(t,t
2












uniformly on 3. Since g(t ,y(t) ,y '(t), y "(t), In-.) £ g(t ,y(t), y '(t), 
y"(t),A 2) for t £ J (by (11)), we have lim z^ (t 3)< lim z^ (t-j) 
n->*> n n->«» n 
contradicting z'(t-,) = 0 for all n 6 N . Therefore [ A J is con-
vergent and let lim J< = Xi . Then 
r2 
(z*(t) - ) lim z (t) =Ash 2[a(t-t 2)] r(t, ,s)g(s,y(s) ,y'(s), 
*i 
t 
y " ( s ) , U*)ds + ( 2 a 2 ) " 1 J sh2[a(t - s)] g(s,y(s) ,y '(s) ,y "(s) ,JU*)ds 
uniformly on J. Then of course z is a solution of the equation 
z " - 4a 2z' = g(t,y(t),y'(t),y"(t),^t*) , 
z*'(tx) = z*(t2) = z*'(t2) = z
x'(t3) = 0 and it follows from 
Lemma 4 /I* = M\ z* - z. Since lim z£ l J(t) = z ( l )(t) uniformly 
n->°° 




Next T(K)CS = {y; y €KnC
3(J), |y'"(t)| = L for t € J J and 
because S is a compact subset of X, T(K) is a compact subset of 
X, too. 
By the Schauder fixed point theorem there exists a fixed 
point yeK of T which has all properties demanded in the theorem. 
Theorem 2. Assume that assumptions (9) and (14) - (18) are 
satisfied for positive constants r , r1, r?. Then there exists 
JA € I such that equation (1) with ^ = /t has a solution y sa-
tisfying (3) and (27). 
P r o o f . By Lemma 3 there exists the unique function g1 
satisfying (19) - (24). Setting g(t,y,z, v ,/t) = g,(t,y,z,v, A ) -
2 
- 4a z for (t,y,z,v,^)e Dxl than g satisfies assumptions (9) -
- (13) and thus by Theorem 1 there exists ju e I such that 
equation (2) with A - ^A has a solution y satisfying (3) and 
(27). From the equalities 
чt) 4a y (t) = g(t,y(t),y'(t),y"(t),/o ) 
and 











for teJ, it follows y is a solution of (1) with A = M satis-
fying (3) and (27). 
Example 1. Let t1 = 1, t e(l,2), t-, = 2 and let m, n be 
positive integers. Consider the differential equation 
y'" = 27y' + 4tym(y')nsin(y ") + p(t) + Jk(l + | yy ' | ) , (28) 
where peC 0(<l,2>; R), |p(t)| = 1 for tc<:i,2>. The assumptions 
of Theorem 1 are satisfied with r = 1. - x, , 2 = 9 fl and 
^ £ < - 9 , 9 ) . Thus there exists ^^ e <r 9, 9> such that equation 
(28) with J* = A has a solution y satisfying y'(l) = y(t2) = 
= y'(t2) = y'(2) = 0 and |y(t)| = 1, |y'(t)| = 1, |y"(t)| = 9 fT 
for t € <1,2 > . 
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Example 2. Let t1 = 0, t2<£(0,l), t3 = 1 and let * be a 
positive constant. Consider the differential equation 
y '" = Ty ' + t* exp(yy '- l)cos(y ")arctg [(y ' " )
2 + l] + JK . (29) 
The assumptions of Theorem 2 are satisfied with r = r, = 1. 
o 1 * 
r
2
 = l/ 6T and <M €. <- -j- , -4r- >. Consequently, there exists 
^ € <- -y- , -4- > such that equation (29) has a solution y 
satisfying y'(0) = y(t2) = y'(t2) = y'(l) = 0 and |y(t)| = 1 , 
|y'(t)| = 1, |y"(t)| = fTT for t € <C 0,1 > . 
4. Uniqueness theorems 
Theorem 3. Assume that assumptions (9) - (13) are satisfied 
for positive constants r . r, , r9. If -2-& , -2-fl , -2-fl £ C°(D XI; R), 
r 0 1 Z "*\ "̂  "̂  
i/ y o z 0 v 
4a2 + - | - a ( t , y 1 , z 1 , v , ^ ) = - ^ ( t ,y z v , / . ) ( t 2 - t ) -t 0 for 
U 2 C y 
and 





> x I , i = 1,2 
-^(t.y.z.v,^) ě 0, 4a 2 +^(t )y )z )v ) ('0 S 0 for 
c/ y i; z 
(t,y,z,v>ťA) 6 <t2,t3>^<-r0,r0>x <-r1,r1>A-<-r2,r2>.vI 
(30) 
(31) 
then there exists the unique A e I such that equation (2) with 
JA - A has a solution y satisfying (3) and (27). Moreover this 
solution y is unique. 
P r o o f . By Theorem 1 there exists fie I such that 
equation (2) with J*. = ̂ £ has a solution y satisfying (3) and 
(27). Suppose there exists A e l , J.\ = t #-. , such that equation 
(2) with /A = ^U has a solution y-, y{(t1) = yi(t2) = y^(t2) = 
= yx'(t3) = 0 and l y ^ U ) ! = r̂  for tcJ, i = 0,l,2. Set w = y - y r 
Then w'(t,) = w(t?) = w'(t2N = w'(t^) = 0 and from the equality 
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w ' " ( t ) =4a 2w'( t ) + [ g ( t , y ( t ) , y ' ( t ) , y " ( t ) , ^ o ) -
- g ( t , y 1 ( t ) , y ' ( t ) , y " ( t ) , ^ o ) ] + [g( t . y ^ t ) ,y ' ( t ) , 
y " ( t ) , ^ 0 ) - g ( t , y 1 ( t ) , y j ( t ) , y " ( t ) , / . , o ) ] + 
• [ g ( t , y 1 ( t ) , y 1 ( t ) , y " ( t ) , / , ) - g ( t , y 1 ( t ) , y 1 ( t ) , 
y f ( t ) , / . 0 ) ] + [ g ( t , y 1 ( t ) , y 1 ( t ) , y 1 ' ( t ) , ^ o ) -
- g ( t , y 1 ( t ) , y 1 ( t ) , y 1 ' ( t ) , t 4 1 ) ] , t s j , 
we get 
w ' " ( t ) = < * ( t ) w ( t ) + ß ( t ) w ' ( t ) + г ' ( t ) w " ( t ) + a ( t ) , 
t є 3 , 
(32) 
where a, cX , G , ^ e C ° ( J ; R), *C(t) = 0 f o r t e 3, B ( t ) -
- / . ( t ) ( t 2 - t ) = 0 f o r t e < t 1 , t 2 > , B ( t ) = 0 f o r t e < t 2 , t 3 > 
(by (30) and ( 3 1 ) ) and a ( t ) < 0 ( a ( t ) = 0) f o r te3 i f and only 
of A < ^ , l ( ^ o = A ) -
From e q u a l i t y (32) we o b t a i n 
t 
w " ( t ) = exp() | / . ( s ) d s ) ( w " ( t 2 ) + 
and next 
+ ( e x p ( - ( y ( 7 - ) d Г ) [ o ( ( s ) w ( s ) + 
t 2 t 2 
+ ß ( s ) w ' ( s ) + a ( s ) ] d s ţ , t є 3 
т s 
w ' ( t ) = f exp( ( y ( Г ) d Г ) | w " ( t 2 ) + 
Г 
<p(- f ^ ( v ) d v ) [ Л ( Г ) w ( Г ) 
ь 2 
s 




+ o ( r ) w ' ( r ) + a ( r ) ] d r ] ds , \e 3 . 
I f w " ( t 2 ) < 0 then w ( t ) < 0 , w ' ( t ) < 0 on an i n t e r v a l ( t 2 , x 1 ) C 
C < t 2 , t 3 > , thus o t ( t ) w ( t ) + I 3 ( t ) w ' ( t ) = 0 f o r t € ( t 2 , x 1 ) and 
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(by (34)) w'(x1)<0. Consequently, w ' ( t .»)<0 contradicting 
w'(t3) = 0. 
If w"(t2)>0 then w(t)>0, w'(t)<0, w"(t)>0 on an in-
terval (x ,t2)c <tj,t2'> . Since w'(t)<w'(s) for X Q = t = s = 
) 2 
= t? , then p((t)w(t) = - <*(t)j w'(s)ds = - <*( t)w'(t) (t? - t) and 
\ 
C<(t)w(t) + B(t)w'(t) = (-oC(t)(t2 - t) + Q(t))w'(t) = 0 for 
t€(x ,t2). From (33) it follows w"(x )>0 and thus w"(t)>0 
for t€<t,,t2> . Then of course w'(t,)<0 contradicting w'(t,)=0. 
Let w (t2) = 0. If JA - M. then from the uniqueness theorem 
for the initial value problem for the equation y'" = 0\.(t)y + 
+ G(t)y ' + jl(t)y " it follows w = 0 and thus y = y-̂. If J* < <A^ 
then w'"(t2) = a(t2)<0, consequently, w(t)<0, w'(t)<0, 
w' (t)<0 in a right neighbourhood of the point t0 and analogously 
as in the case w"(t0)< 0 we can prove w'(t-,)< 0 contradicting 
w'(t-,) = 0. This completes the proof. 
Example 3. Let t, = 1, t2 e (1,2), t-, = 2 and let m, n be 
positive integers. Consider the differential equation 
y'" = 27y' + 2tey"1(l - arctg yj(sin y") 2 + p(t) + <M , (35) 
where p€C°«l,2>; R), |p(t)| = ̂  for t€<l,2>. Assumptions of 
Theorem 3 are satisfied with r = r, = 1, r0 = 9 f~T and 
/t€<- -y , -j- > . Thus there exists the unique ^ €. <(- -y- , -j- V 
such that equation (35) with ^M = / has a (and then the unique) 
solution y satisfying y'(l) = y(t2) = y'(t2) = y'(2) = 0 and more-
over |y(t)| = 1, |y'(t)| ^ 1, |y"(t)| -5 9fT for t*<l,2>. 
Theorem 4. Assume that assumptions (9) and (14) - (18) are 
Df Df 3 f 
s a t i f i e d for p o s i t i v e cons tan ts r , r , , r 0 . If , , 
0 l 2 Dy dz 0м 
- 2 - - Є C ° ( H * I ; R ) , i - l l 
ò w D w 
4a2 + - ^ l ( t , y , , z , , v ,w , , / ) 
4a2 + Ъ — í — 
M o.n H J Г І , 
•Эf ( t , y 2 , z 2 , v , w 2 , ^ ) 
Q f D f 
— ( t-Уi .Zт-v-w,,/ ! ) 1 --^~Г^^2ìZ2ìSJ^2^^ 
LVI UVÍ 
( t 0 - t ) =" 
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= 0 fo r ( t , y i , z i , v , w i , ^ f ) € < t 1 , t 2 > x <- rQ , rQ> * < - r-^, r-_> y 
- £ l 4a2 + -11 
x < - r 9 , r 9 > XR x l , i = 1,2 and ±2— = 0 , 4a
2 + 2-£- -? 0 
1 - -2-1 1 ^f 
C w t̂) w 
on < t 2 , t , > x < - r ,r S x < - r 1 , r 1 ] > x < - r 2 , r 2 > x R x*I , then there 
exists the unique ft € I such that equation (1) with ^ = <A has 
a solution y satisfying (3) and (27). Moreover this solution y 
is unique. 
P r o o f . By Lemma 3 there exists the unique function g, 
satisfying (19) - (24). Since equation (1) is equivalent to 
2 
equation (2) with g(t, y ,z , v y(M ) = g,( t, y , z , v ,^i) - 4a z and 
, the theorem follows immediately ?Я -
Df 
2v _ _ ł -
*3z 
- 2 * ^ 
Эy 1 -ł1' 
íў w 
i - i t 
Ł> W 
from Theorem 3. 
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